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SÉUR A MIRRORS

Séura round lighted mirrors offer a professional lighting experience with a bright, even ring of high-quality 
natural LED light for your bathroom, bedroom or dressing room.

Round Lighted Mirrors
with Traditional Mirror Housing

SUPERIOR  
TO TRADITIONAL 
VANITY SCONCES

Built in the USA
Designed and manufactured in 
Wisconsin, Séura mirrors are created 
upon order – enabling an unmatched 
level of control and craftsmanship with 
each and every mirror.

Custom Options
Unique design options including mirror 
size, mirror shape, frame, technology 
upgrades, and more.
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Beauty Lighting
Séura combines a 90+ CRI rating with 
a 96 R9 value (red color) to bring your 
vibrant skin tones to life, providing the 
ideal light for applying makeup.
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Dimmable
Smoothly adjust light intensity from 
100% full brightness down to 10% 
ambient low-lighting with dimming 
that lets you control the brightness 
to your match preference; upgrade 
to Touch Control Dimming to adjust 
brightness from the mirror.

Eco-Friendly, Radiant 
COB LED Technology™
Energy-efficient and long-lasting 
lighting uses 40% less power than 
Séura’s previous LEDs, reducing 
maintenance and electrical costs.

Plug-In
Comes with a 6-foot cord to be 
plugged into a wall outlet or can be 
configured for hard-wire installation. 
Open back housing allows electrical 
connections behind the mirror to avoid 
visible cords for that “free floating” 
appearance.

Durable Mirror with 
Crystal-Clear Reflection
Copper-free mirror glass with UV 
protective coating is not susceptible 
to black edge corrosion caused by 
ammoniated cleaners and humid 
environments.

Easy Wall Mounting 
Includes installer-preferred, two-piece 
wall mounting system. Visually position 
and mount the mirror housing, make 
electrical connections, and hang the 
mirror glass.
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Task + Ambient Lighting
Provides forward-facing light for tasks  
at the mirror and wall-glow to light the 

surrounding space

Ambient Lighting
Wall-glow indirectly washes the space  

with light
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MIRROR GLASS 1/4" silver mirror glass provides accurate, crystal-clear mirror reflection

CORROSION FREE MIRROR Copper-free mirror glass is not susceptible to black edge corrosion

UV RESISTANCE UV Protective coating applied to mirror glass

GLASS ETCHING Back-sided etching with smooth front surface that doesn’t collect dust or grime and makes cleaning easy
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LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY Séura Radiant COB LED Technology™

COLOR RENDERING INDEX (CRI) 90+ CRI, R9 Value of 96

COLOR TEMPERATURE 3000K neutral light color

POWER CONSUMPTION 4.6 watts/foot, 40% less power consumption vs. previous Séura LEDs 

EFFICIENCY 100 lumens/watt, 25% more efficient vs. previous Séura LEDs 

LAMP LIFE 50,000 hours at L70

SUSTAINABILITY Mercury-free, long-lasting, high-efficiency LED lighting saves energy and reduces environmental impact

DIMMING Compatible with 0-10V, TRIAC, Forward Phase, Reverse Phase, and ELV (Electronic Low Voltage)
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N CUSTOM DESIGN OPTIONS Mirror size, mirror shape, holes, frame, etching design, additional task + ambient lighting

CUSTOM TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS Touch control dimming, touch control color temperature, night light, touch control night light, defogger, touch control defogger, 
digital clock, touch control clock and dimming, UL electrical plug

CUSTOM FUNCTIONALITY OPTIONS Fingerprint protection, tamper-free security latch, safety mirror backing

MAXIMUM MIRROR SIZE Round Mirrors available in sizes up to a 68-inch diameter; rectangle mirror shape available up to 94" w x 70" h or 70" w x 94" h
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PRODUCT DEPTH 2.0"

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS Hard-wired or plug-in configurations available; simple two-part installation process

CHASSIS Powder coated steel construction is highly durable; reflective gloss white housing allows brightest light output

WALL MOUNT Includes mounting and hardware for surface installation

ELECTRICAL ENCLOSURE Open back housing to easily locate and make electrical connections
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WARRANTY
Lighted Mirrors (excluding Imported Lighted Mirrors) with respect to Séura’s labor, glass, structure, and assembly for seven 

(7) years; electrical and LED light strips for five (5) years; mirror technology with respect to Séura’s labor and parts including 
clocks, night lights, defoggers, dimmers, and touch controls are covered for three (3) years.

CERTIFICATIONS AND COMPLIANCE ETL listed to conform to UL and CAN/CSA safety requirements; LEDs are UL Listed, CE certified, RoHS certified

TITLE 24 COMPLIANCE Compliant with Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards (applies to select models)

Compliant with Title 24 Building Energy 
Efficiency Standards
Applies to select models


